Jewel Candy Launches Their New Range of Crystal and Semi Precious Stone Bracelets
Jewel Candy has launched their new candy inspired crystal, designer bead and semi precious
stone bracelet sets which can be mixed and matched for an individual style.
The new Jewel Candy bracelet collection is aimed at women who love to embellish their wrists
and the Jewel Candy bracelets can be mixed and matched to create a number of different fashion
looks.
Women love bracelets as they provide the perfect opportunity to dress and glam up an overall
look. The idea for jewel candy bracelets came from the designer's love of working with
brilliantly coloured Swarovski crystals and different beads.
When it comes to bracelets, Jewel Candy offers not one but three bracelets. Each bracelet design
is created in candy coloured Swarovski crystals teamed with Czech glass and semi precious
beads sourced from around the world.
Sparkling, faceted cut Swarovski Crystals in corresponding vivid candy hues have been teamed
with beads such as gold foil lined beads, Indian and Czech glass and crystal beads, Venetian
beads, ceramic beads, nuggets and an assortment of semi precious stones such as Larimar,
Turquoise, Candy Jade and Amethyst. The bracelet designs are a fashionable alternative to the
plain bracelets and depending on the bracelet design, there can be up to 80 sparkling crystals plus
other beads used for each set of bracelets.
With over fifty bracelet designs to choose from and with names such as candy bombe, cherry
lozenge, caramel crunch, rock candy and cola cube representative of the lovely candy crystal and
bead colours the bracelets are made from, there is a choice for everyone.
The bracelets which come in sets of three, sparkle like crystal candy on the wrist and can be
worn together or mixed and matched with other bracelet designs to create unique bracelet
combinations for an individual style. Each bracelet is chic, colourful, glamorous, and different
and will help the wearer stand out from the crowd. Our collection features jewellery you will
want to wear and be enticed by.
The bracelets are available from http://www.jewelcandy.co.uk and http://www.glamour39.com

